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a b s t r a c t

With the exponential growth in population and commensurate increased density in urban cities, access
to daylight and views to nature is being severely curtailed in buildings. In parallel, increasingly urgent
demands to sharply reduce building energy use and associated greenhouse gas emissions are being made
to mitigate climate change. There are many challenges and performance tradeoffs associated with the
building facade (i.e., daylight and view versus solar and glare control); increased prioritization of health
and well-being as a fundamental human requirement could adversely affect building energy-efficiency.
Given the current state of knowledge on the effects of daylight and view on health and well-being in
buildings, we identify critical needs in research, tools and technologies that if satisfied may enable more
effective use of daylight and view in buildings within the constraints of climate change. Lack of knowl-
edge regarding the complex causal mechanisms of window views on human factors is a severely limiting
factor in forward progress. Current models and methods to derive bidirectional scattering distribution
functions (BSDFs) will need to be modified. Developers of energy-efficient window technologies will need
more guidance to shape product development. Advanced window technologies and integrated design can
enable attainment of both health and well-being and net zero energy goals, but considerable work will be
needed to make such options turnkey and broadly available.
Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Over the past half century, the increase in high density, built
environments has paralleled the exponential growth in population
worldwide, resulting in ever denser cities with decreased natural,
landscaped areas and buildings with more restricted daylight and
views [1]. Financial pressures on real estate development often
result in taller, deeper floor-plate buildings, which also have less
access per square meter to daylight and views, while those devel-
opers with access to prime view properties often build up or out to
maximize the view potential of their properties to the detriment of
their neighbors. Simultaneously, concern over the energy and car-
bon impacts of buildings has resulted in increasingly stringent
energy efficiency codes and standards [2]. Urban areas account
for 67–76% of global energy consumption and 71–76% of green-
house gas emissions with further expansion expected to be propor-
tional to the projected increase of 2.5 billion people between 2010
and 2050 [3]. Windows affect heating, ventilation, and air condi-
tioning (HVAC) and lighting energy use that when combined com-
prise 43% of total primary energy use in residential and
commercial buildings in the U.S. [4]. Many codes have placed pre-
scriptive constraints on window area to reduce energy use, with a
consequence of also restricting design options for daylight and
views. For example, the U.S. building energy efficiency standards
[5] do not allow a window-to-exterior-wall ratio (WWRe) greater
than 0.40 if the prescriptive path is used. Recommendations for lar-
ger window areas, such as are often advocated for sufficient view
access (WWRe = 0.31–0.691) [6,7], conflict with the energy-based
recommendations, and generally require more detailed and time-
consuming design analysis to qualify a design via performance path
tradeoffs [8].
[8] was
or height
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Nomenclature

OF openness factor (nominally equivalent to Tv,n-n in EN
14501)

Rv,dir-h direct-hemispherical light reflectance
SHGC solar heat gain coefficient or g-value
Te,n-h normal-hemispherical solar transmittance
Tv,n-dif normal-diffuse light transmittance

Tv,n-h normal-hemispherical light transmittance
Tv,n-n normal-normal light transmittance
WWRe window to exterior wall area ratio
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Countering these pressures is an increased awareness of the
health benefits of daylight and windows accelerated by recent
advances in the understanding of the role of light stimulus at the
eye as the primary source of entrainment for human biological
rhythms. It is now understood that intrinsically photoreceptive
retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) in the retina most sensitive to wave-
lengths at 480 nm, i.e., the color of the blue sky and the peak spec-
tral intensity of daylight, provide essential signals to our circadian
biological clock [9–11]. These signals profoundly impact many
aspects of human physiology, health, and well-being, including
patterns of sleep, alertness, memory formation, hunger, hormone
release, blood pressure, body temperature, and immune response.
Considerable research has since occurred to better understand the
relationship between human physiological and psychological
responses to temporal variations in spectrum and intensity of light
indoors [12–14]. Recent studies have suggested that newly identi-
fied opsins in the eye, most sensitive to violet light, specifically in
the 380 nm and 430 nm range, may be involved in early eye devel-
opment and other metabolic functions [15,16]. Most applied
research to date has focused on the potential of dynamic electric
lighting to satisfy stimulus requirements as a substitute for day-
light exposure rather than studies of actual daylight exposure
[17]. In fact, very little is known about daylight2 exposure patterns
for various population types (e.g., age group, occupation, or geo-
graphic region).

Ulrich [18] first studied the relationship between view through
a window and patients’ rates of recovery from surgery, psycho-
logical state, and pain relief. Ulrich found for example that gall
bladder surgery patients with beds next to an outdoor view of
nature (tree view), as opposed to those with a brick wall view,
recovered faster, had a better mood, took less pain medication,
and had slightly lower scores for minor post-surgical complica-
tions. Choi et al. [19] investigated the effect of daylighting on
the patient average length of stay (ALOS) in hospitals. It was
found that patients in brighter daylit wards had a shorter ALOS.
Given such findings about the likely physiological benefits pro-
vided by natural light, many health care designers have proposed
that buildings with more daylight and/or views may lead to faster
recovery or even provide a preventative health measure [20,21].
Greater access to daylight and window views has been advocated
in school design to counter the growing myopia epidemic in chil-
dren [23].

Researchers have also examined the relationship between win-
dow views and occupant comfort, satisfaction, and emotional well-
being [24–31]. Wilson proposed the biophilia hypothesis as ‘‘the
urge to affiliate with other forms of life” which has inspired much
subsequent work to link buildings to nature [32]. The importance
of nature in the context of both the home and workplace has been
extensively studied [33–35] and biophilic design has been
2 In one of the few studies involving daylight [22], ambulatory measurements of
daily light exposure and spectral content were conducted monthly over a year on 15
subjects with results showing significant seasonal and daily variations in light
exposure and content. The exact exposure to daylight, however, is unknown as both
daylight and electric light were measured with a single device.
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proposed as a sustainable architectural design strategy that incor-
porates reconnecting people with the natural environment [36,37].
Views through the window convey information about diurnal and
seasonal changes in outdoor content with added visual interest of
people, birds, and other fleeting activities, all of which provides
cognitive stimulus and relief from the more controlled indoor
environment [38].

With the growing interest in the importance of daylight and
window views as a contributor to the health and well-being of
building occupants, there is concern that changing priorities may
adversely affect the energy efficiency and carbon profile of build-
ings. The objective of this paper is to identify the critical needs in
research, simulation tools, and technology to satisfy both concerns.
We provide an overview of the current state of knowledge regard-
ing research, metrics, and voluntary standards (Section 2) and sim-
ulation tools (Section 3), then identify critical needs (Section 4)
that if addressed could enable stakeholders to address daylight
and viewmore effectively within the constraints of climate change.
The intended audience are those in the building science field (e.g.,
researchers, practitioners, regulators, and related stakeholders) not
intimately involved in human health and well-being research per-
taining to daylight and view.

Note that in this paper, we focus primarily on the implications
of view and only secondarily on daylight exposure as a conse-
quence of access to windows and associated views.3 We define
‘‘daylight” generally as exposure to ambient levels of interior day-
light illumination (and its associated spectral content), and ‘‘view”
as meaningful and desirable content of the ground plane, horizon,
and/or sky outside and where details and movement of people, ani-
mals, landscape, and/or weather can be discerned.
2. Overview of view-related research and metrics

2.1. Existing research on view

Research studies investigating the benefit of windows and view
on human physiology, cognitive function, psychological state, and
behavior date well back to the early 1960s with comprehensive
reviews of literature conducted over the years (e.g., [30,39–46]).
Based on a recent comprehensive review of the literature, three
distinct characteristics of views as a framework for analysis were
proposed by Ko et al. [46]: view access, content, and clarity. In
the following sections corresponding to this framework, we pro-
vide a limited overview of view research with the intention of a)
providing background information to those who are not deeply
involved in the topic, and as a result b) enable stakeholders to con-
sider how these characteristics may intersect with operational and
design decisions impacting energy use. In general, we focused on
outcomes from field studies as we judged these to be methodically
3 Often the two are not well differentiated in the literature, or one is often assumed
to function as a proxy for the other. For example, window area may serve as a proxy
for daylight exposure, or daylight illumination levels may serve as a proxy for view.
While exposure to daylight is closely tied to access to view, the two may have both
overlapping and separate causal mechanisms.
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most adequate to guide further research on the effects of view on
human health.

2.1.1. View access
The first concern, i.e., view ‘‘access”, is whether an occupant has

a window and is in a position in the room to see out the window.
Given financial pressures of the real estate industry, as mentioned
in Section 1, windows are sometimes entirely omitted in the design
of occupied spaces.4 In a 2020 study [47], test subjects (n = 86) were
found to perform better on cognitive tests, have more positive emo-
tions and better thermal comfort after working on office type tasks
near a view window than the same subjects working under identical
full-scale, controlled environmental conditions but without the
view. When working for an hour at a desk with outdoor window
views, subjects’ performance on cognitive tests improved. They per-
ceived thermal sensation to be cooler and more comfortable,5

reported more happy and satisfied feelings, and less sad and drowsy
feelings.

Early studies of view access focused on simple geometrical rela-
tionships between the observer and the window. Proportionally
larger views were found to predict better performance in office
field studies [48]. This was true independent of whether the work-
er’s desk was facing towards or away from the view.6 Access to
‘‘better” views, as defined by the study authors, such as those includ-
ing vegetation, a view of the sky, or human activity outside, was con-
sistently associated with a number of positive outcomes in office
[49] and educational environments [50], including greater working
memory capacity in office workers as measured by Digit Span Back-
wards (n = 201), and greater progress in math and reading in schools,
as measured by standardized test scores (n = 9000). In addition, the
office workers who had better views had fewer health complaints
and greater satisfaction with all other indoor environmental quality
factors. While the many positive outcomes related to views are
widely studied, the underlying causal mechanisms are less well
understood. There may be multiple mechanisms at work, including
circadian stimulus, cognitive and emotional mechanisms, along with
social and cultural factors [38].

2.1.2. View content
Prior research has focused on how human factors are affected

by the specifics of view ‘‘content” and suggest that the best views
include both foreground and sky, i.e., outdoor content both near
and far from the window (depth of field). View preferences may
be a result of contemplated evolutionary aesthetics. Dutton argued
that perception of beauty is evolutionary determined, i.e., things,
places, and landscapes which people consider beautiful are typi-
cally found in settings that are likely to support survival of the
human’s genes [51,52]. According to the prospect-refuge theory
[53,54] and later [55,56], an optimal environment for survival is
a location where the prospect is substantial (i.e., broad open views
of the surrounding landscape to observe potential danger) and
where there is a place to hide (refuge). Both are needed to create
an optimal environment, which is perceived also as aesthetically
pleasurable. Views containing close-up areas as well as far-away
areas are needed to create a ‘‘prospect” for the viewer.

A good view should include visual complexity, such as is com-
monly found in natural materials and processes. In [29], research-
ers gathered survey responses to questions related to psychological
4 In 2021, the proposed design for a windowless dormitory at the University of
California Santa Barbara raised international alarm (e.g., [58]).

5 Thermal conditions were the same since the tests were performed in a thermally
isolated test chamber.

6 A ‘‘primary” view is defined as that visible within 45� of the computer screen (i.e.,
with a small turn of the head), and ‘‘break” view is that seen by making small
adjustments to body position (e.g., swiveling an office chair a bit). Office occupants
subconsciously glance out windows via primary or break views.
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and physiological comfort from occupants working in ten office
buildings in the Netherlands (n = 333). Occupants were located
at varying distances from the window and because window access
is mandated in the Netherlands, no workstation partitions blocked
access to the view. Views were defined by the aesthetic quality of
the view (good or bad rating related to interest and attractiveness
of photographs) and view type (nature or urban). Researchers
found that psychological and physiological comfort were positively
influenced by natural views and good view quality. A ‘‘good” view
was associated with fewer self-reported discomfort problems. The
study also found that the preferred distance was not necessarily
closest to the window due to increased thermal and visual discom-
fort.7 In the absence of thermal or visual discomfort, a closer dis-
tance to the window was associated with higher stress recovery in
a study (n = 32) performed in a virtual reality environment [57].

Separately, the results of an international survey (n = 400+)
aimed at registering visual conditions in home offices during the
COVID-19 pandemic lock-down showed that when people chose
the location of their home-office desk, more than 72% chose a dis-
tance less than 2 m from the window and of those, 30% chose less
than 1 m [59]. In the majority of cases, the view direction was
towards the outdoors independent of window orientation. The
need for a view weighed more heavily than the need to avoid glare,
supporting prior findings [60]. These findings emphasize the need
for solar shading solutions that maximize view while controlling
visual and thermal discomfort (cf. Section 2.1.3).

Matusiak and Klöckner [61] conducted a study in Norway
(n = 106) to investigate how qualitative aspects (beauty, composi-
tion, complexity) affect workers’ evaluations of view quality at
their permanent workplaces and how these aspects compare to
quantitative measures related to window design (angular height
and width of view aperture, view depth, number of view layers,
fragmentation of view by window mullions or separate windows).
Aesthetic quality was determined to be the most valued aspect of
view. The attributes for a positive evaluation of the aesthetical
quality were different for buildings (age, maintenance/upkeep,
moderate complexity, historical significance) and landscape (co-
herence, legibility, moderate complexity, and mystery). The view
depth (defined as distance from the window to the most distant
visible element in the landscape) and number of view layers also
had a strong positive influence on perceived view quality.
2.1.3. View clarity
The cumulative effect of views to the outdoors and the spectral

and luminous intensities of an outdoor scene received at the eye is
a function not only of window geometry relative to the indoor and
outdoor context and the occupants’ interest in the view, but also
the net effect of 1) glazing and shading materials, and 2) operation
of window management systems such as awnings, blinds, shades,
and curtains.
2.1.3.1. Glazing and shading materials. Very little research has been
conducted explicitly correlating physiological and psychological
benefits to modified views as defined by degree of obstruction,
optical distortion, within-plane haze or scattering of light, spectral
modification, and reduction in the dynamic range of light intensity
by glazing and shading materials. Modifications can be a static
aspect of the glazing or shading material (e.g., translucent glass)
or vary with incident solar conditions (e.g., scattered sunlight off
the interstitial openings in a perforated blind). The resulting
impacts on the temporal availability and clarity of view can be
considerable.
7 These findings differed from those stated above for [59], which was conducted in
a residential setting.



9 New York City: WWRe=0.76; SHGC=0.30, Tv,n-h=0.53; north facade shades
(Mechoshade ThermoVeil 6020): Tv,n-h=0.06, Te,n-h=0.08, OF=0.03 (=Tv,n-n), EN 14501
Class 2; south, east, west facade shades (Mechoshade S10480A): No data available,
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At a fundamental level, research has been conducted to correlate
subjective appraisals of view to the optical properties of glazing and
shading materials without the added complexity of how the shades
were operated. In a study by Konstantzos et al. [62], view ‘‘clarity” is
defined as the human eye’s ability to perceive details of the outdoor
environment without subjective interpretation of whether the con-
tent is interesting or of aesthetic value. The study requested that
participants (n = 18) look at the outdoor view at normal incidence
through fourteen different shade fabrics with varying openness fac-
tors, visible transmittance, and color and provide their subjective
and objective responses on a seven-point Likert scale to questions
regarding clarity of view, vividness of colors, and visibility of con-
tent (i.e., nearby fence, road, distant power cables, and color ofmov-
ing vehicles about 30 m away). View clarity was found to be
affected significantly by both sky conditions and viewing distance,
with a greater distance from the window (2.4 m versus 1.0 m) and
cloudy conditions achieving higher view clarity. A view clarity
index was proposed which enables assessments of shade materials
based on shade properties alone, i.e., fabric openness factor and
normal-hemispherical visible transmittance (Tv,n-h). The index
was derived from test conditions with high visible transmittance
(Tv,n-h = 0.65) windows, when no direct sun was in the occupant’s
field of view, and with electric lighting providing a minimum
indoor workplane illuminance of 500 lx. Separately, view clarity
of sample fabric shades and electrochromic windows was assessed
using high dynamic range photography under direct sunlit condi-
tions [63]. Scattering of direct sunlight within areas of the fabric
shades was determined to obscure view.

Khanie et al. [64] further reduced view to fundamental material
aspects by correlating subjects’ visual perceptions of images
depicted in an immersive virtual reality (VR) environment to chro-
matic contrast, visual complexity, and amount of view. The con-
trast and complexity metrics were derived from analysis of
chromatic and achromatic contrast between pixels of a trans-
formed (CIE L*a*b* color space), reduced resolution, photorealistic
image. Subjects were asked to rate their satisfaction and connect-
edness when looking at images of fabric roller shades and thin and
wide, horizontal and vertical, blinds and louvers with different slat
angles. Such research could accelerate visual perception analysis of
glazing and shading systems. Given known limitations of VR [65],
further studies under real world conditions are planned to support
hypotheses to date.

2.1.3.2. Shade operation. Regarding temporal requirements for view
access, the benefit of view for mind wandering, relaxation of the
eyes, and surveying outdoor conditions can occur anytime
throughout the day or night. Few would argue that greater, more
frequent access to unobstructed, unmodified outdoor views of nat-
ure (absent discomfort or privacy concerns) is undesirable. At min-
imum, we know that occupants adjust shades for any number of
reasons including view. In [66], researchers found that office
worker (n = 147) interactions with shading and electric lighting
were motivated by view, connection to the outdoors, privacy,
and desire for daylight.

While there are many view-focused studies conducted in real
buildings, documentation of window and shading conditions
affecting view clarity is often missing or of insufficient detail.
The following case studies in occupied buildings8 were not explic-
8 Note that the studies were selected not to espouse any one window technology
over another but because the studies provided within-subject and/or between-
subject analysis of subjective appraisals of a reference versus test case where the
window condition was changed, and operation of the window or shade was
monitored and/or documented as part of the analysis. Because the studies were not
designed explicitly to evaluate view, additional information and statistics (e.g., p-
value) were provided for the LBNL studies to facilitate understanding of study
outcomes.
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itly designed to evaluate the effects of view clarity on occupant
health and well-being. The studies were focused on evaluating the
performance of emerging energy-efficient fenestration technologies
and as such the window or shades were controlled in part to mini-
mize HVAC and lighting energy use. The studies do however lend
insights into the practical aspects of view access in real world build-
ings and provide limited evidence supporting prior hypotheses that
greater access to view can lead to greater occupant satisfaction with
the indoor environment. Findings also point to qualifiers: if view is
achieved at the expense of reductions in lighting quality (i.e., spec-
tral composition, intensity, and distribution of light indoors), dissat-
isfaction with the glazing and/or shading solution (and associated
view) increases.

In a study in a high-rise office building in New York City involv-
ing automated roller shades,9 survey results (n = 665) were ana-
lyzed to determine causes of satisfaction with the building [67],
which was greater than the norm of surveyed buildings [68,69].
Overall satisfaction and job performance (‘‘ability to get your job
done”) was strongly correlated to perceived lighting quality, but
ambiguously10 correlated to a private or open plan office, being adja-
cent or not adjacent to a window, or being on a lower or higher floor
above ground. The latter three aspects affect view, which is a psy-
chological variable, and together they were weakly but significantly
correlated to each other. Results suggest that automated access to
unobstructed views with high lighting quality can create a more sat-
isfactory, productive work environment compared to conventional
office environments with less reliable access to view and poor light-
ing quality.

Given the choice of either an EC window or venetian blind to
satisfy visual constraints, each with very different effects on view,
which technology did occupants choose to use and which elicited
greater satisfaction with the workplace environment? In a six-
month monitored study involving south-facing private offices in
a partly cloudy Oregon climate [70], 80% of the venetian blinds
(opaque, brushed aluminum slat) were observed11 to be fully raised
on the EC test floor whereas only 25–50% were raised on the refer-
ence floor with dark tinted, low-emittance windows.12 The EC win-
dows were automatically controlled to three discrete tint states with
the option for manual override with an additional fourth darkest tint
state, which was rarely used. Several months after conclusion of the
study, there was still less blind use on the EC floor: 52% versus 15%
were fully raised. Consistent with observations of blind position,
occupants on the EC floor disagreed that ‘‘the shades blocked the
view” (2.90 on a 9-point Likert scale, n = 21) while occupants on
the reference floor slightly agreed (5.38, n = 8). This difference was
found to be statistically significant (p = 0.03). Occupants also agreed
more strongly that the ‘‘outside was sufficiently visible through the
window” (7.0 EC versus 5.7 reference), although this result was not
statistically significant (p = 0.10). Subject ratings of the environmen-
tal conditions were mixed. Occupants indicated that they experi-
enced less glare with the EC windows (6.23) compared to the
reference windows (3.88) with p = 0.04, but light levels were per-
ceived to be slightly dark and gloomy in the EC offices (4.15,
OF=0.02.
10 New York Times Building: Note that ambiguities can occur if more than one
variable is correlated to a result and there is no clear reason for one to be more
probable than the other.
11 Oregon: Approximate height and slat angle of each individual blind was recorded
through visual inspections performed approximately once per month. The blinds
were fully raised and zip-tied at the start of the study but untied when requested by
the occupant(s). All blinds were untied at the conclusion of the study.
12 Oregon: WWRe=0.46; reference window: Te,n-h=0.06, Tv,n-h=0.15; EC window:
SHGC=0.43–0.09 and Tv,n-h=0.36–0.02.



Fig. 1. The position of shades varies for many reasons, including diurnal and seasonal changes in incident solar radiation per window orientation. The plots show the height of
an automated roller shade for each day over monitored period from September to May (x-axis) and hour of day (y-axis). The shades were controlled for daylight, glare, solar
heat gains, view, and minimizing light pollution for south-facing (left) versus north-facing (right) open plan office areas in a New York City high-rise office tower. Monitored
height of the lower edge of the shade above the floor corresponds to: h = 2.97 m (fully raised, position zero), 2.41 m, 1.88 m, 1.35 m, 0.79 m, and 0.25 m (position 5) above
floor, respectively. Average seated eye height is 1.2 m above the floor so positions 4 (yellow) and 5 (orange) obstructed views above the horizon. Partial views were
discernable through the fabric. Source: [73]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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n = 27) and brighter in the reference offices (5.89, n = 9), p = 0.01.
Despite this, 85% of occupants preferred the EC windows over the
reference windows, with more view and less glare being contribut-
ing factors for the preference. Other relevant findings from field
studies of EC windows are available in [71,72].

In a six-month monitored study involving automated roller
shades in a high-rise office building [73] where the shade fabric
and automatic control differed between two parallel reference
and test floors with the same window orientation and outdoor
exposure, there was a statistically significant difference in
response as to whether the weave (‘‘transparency”) of the shades13

and automated control enabled occupants to see outdoors (p = 0.02).
Average ratings on the five-point Likert scale were toward ‘‘disagree”
(2.0, n = 12) for the test shading system and above neutral toward
‘‘agree” (3.25, n = 8) for the reference system. The test shades had
different control settings and were perceived to have blocked the
view more compared to the reference shades. Note that access to
view differed with window orientation and sun and sky conditions
(Fig. 1). Views on the north-facing orientation were less obstructed
compared to the south, particularly during the winter period,
whereas views on the south were more obstructed to control direct
sunlight and glare.
2.2. Metrics and standards for view

Recommended guidelines and design standards for minimum
window area were common for both educational and healthcare
buildings up through the middle of the 20th century both in the
U.S. and Europe [74,75]. New metrics for view have resulted from
the many quantitative measures identified in research studies for
view access and content. Based primarily on architecturally driven
research, the metrics tend to focus on geometric aspects of view,
such as unobstructed lines of sight, distance from window, and
13 New York City: WWRe=0.62–0.70, SHGC=0.35, Tv,n-h=0.65; reference shade
(Mechoshade 6429, dove grey): Tv,n-h=0.09, Te,n-h=0.10, OF=0.03 (=Tv,n-n), EN
14501:2019 Table 9 Class 1. Test shade (Lutron S0207-E-1, white/ pearl): Tv,n-
h=0.06, Te,n-h=0.09, OF=0.01 (=Tv,n-n), Class 1.
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content of view, rather than from a more physiological perspective,
such as considering movements of the eye (e.g., [76]), pupil dila-
tion, or neural response. Ideally, standards of performance and
their supporting metrics would be derived from carefully vetted
examples of best practices, with clearly documented design strate-
gies linked to post-occupancy outcomes via a foundational under-
standing of physiologic mechanisms.

The following descriptions provide a summary of some of the
metrics, guidelines, and standards in use today to enable stake-
holders to understand what aspects of view are currently evalu-
ated and how they might affect building energy use. Describing
the origin and basis for these metrics is beyond the scope of this
article.

2.2.1. Existing metrics, guidelines, and standards
To date, various forms of view standards related to view access

and content have been incorporated into design guidelines and
recommended specifications, checklists for utility incentive pro-
grams, voluntary recognition and certification programs (such as
LEED, WELL, Fitwel), building codes, and labor protections and
business operations (such as via ISO and OSHA). There is a wide
range of specificity, from articulating general good intentions, such
as evidenced in many UK and European standards, to highly quan-
titative requirements used in some U.S. codes.

For example, the EN17037 daylight standard [77] prescribes
better-to-best rankings for the width of the window (>14� wide
horizontal sight angle minimum), distance to outdoor obstacles
(>6 m minimum), and number of layers seen from indoors (at min-
imum, the landscape layer should be included). Alternatively, the
U.S. Green Building Council Leadership in Energy and Environmen-
tal Design (LEED) version 4.1 [78] provides one credit if there are
unobstructed lines of sight to the outdoors for 75% of regularly
occupied floor area and if two of four additional criteria related
to view are met, e.g., multiple lines of sight (e.g., use of corner win-
dows), view type (nature), indoor distance to view within three
head heights of the window. The 2021 International Green Con-
struction code [79] and ASHRAE 189.1–2020 Standard [80] include
new provisions for certain space types that at least 50% of occupied
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floor area has a direct line of sight 1.07 m above the floor and
within 12.2 m from the view window with a glazing area greater
than 7% of the floor area (additional glazing area may be required
to meet daylighting requirements).

View clarity is in part addressed by the EN 140501 Standard
[81], which defines a method for classifying shading devices based
on their capacity to provide visual contact with the outdoors when
fully extended. The underlying intent of the classification system is
to provide a more favorable rating if the shade allows shape recog-
nition, minimizes modification and distortion of direct vision, and
avoids parasitic luminance (scattering) within the constituent
material (e.g., fabric) when illuminated by the sun. Performance
classifications are defined by direct and diffuse visible transmit-
tance at normal incidence (Tv,n-n and Tv,n-dif measured according
to EN 14500 [82]). Note that while the standard acknowledges that
visual contact is affected by different light conditions during the
day and therefore view quality requirements (e.g., for north- versus
south-facing facades), the classification system is based on normal
incidence irrespective of outdoor daylight conditions for practical
purposes. The standard also notes that distribution and shape of
openings as well as reflectance properties at the inward side of
the device (i.e., side opposite of incoming radiation) might affect
the view properties but does not take these aspects into account
in the classification.
2.2.2. Proposed metrics and analysis methods
Other view metrics related to view access and content have

been proposed. Mardaljevic [83] defined a metric that quantifies
the view available from the outdoor surface of a given window
plane, where the percentage of the hemispherical view from a win-
dow or skylight is calculated for the ground, landscape, and sky.
The method has the distinct advantage that it is not dependent
on the occupants’ position from within the space and is based
entirely on geometric factors relative to outdoor surroundings. In
[84], Turan et al. proposed a spatially distributed view access met-
ric for open unobstructed floorplans based on calculations for a
grid of viewpoints throughout an indoor space. The metric indi-
cates the potential for view without consideration of the quality
of view. Li and Samuelson [85] proposed a workflow for design
teams that use satellite imagery to create a panoramic image of
the view from any arbitrary point on the floorplate.

Ko et al. [46] proposed an assessment framework and view qual-
ity index derived from a comprehensive review of the literature and
view-related standards. All three variables, view access, content,
and clarity, are included in the index and are normalized to a value
between zero and one. The access variable includes a saturation
threshold for the viewing angle that reflects no further need for
additional outdoor view, potentially placing an upper limit on win-
dowarea. The content variable accounts for view layers, content dis-
tance from the window, movement or dynamic features of the
content, and features of nature in the field of view. The clarity vari-
able is computed from the observer’s position in the room and is
also constrained by aminimumand saturation threshold for achiev-
ing an acceptable level of clarity. The framework acknowledges
time-varying aspects of view clarity but the index reflects a single
view clarity value for variable conditions that occur over a year.
14 BSDFs describe how incident solar radiation is scattered (transmitted and
reflected) by a simple or composite surface, such as a window shade. Tabular BSDFs
describe these data with a discrete set of values for a defined number and set of
directions. High-resolution BSDFs use a high number of hemispherical subdivisions
(average patch size with cone opening angles of less than 10�) to represent scattering
data whereas low-resolution BSDFs use a low number (10-24�).
15 Peak extraction is an algorithm in Radiance v5.3 that identifies peaks in the
specular, direct-through direction of a tabulated BSDF so that the ‘‘vision” component
and unscattered, directly transmitted sun component can be separated in the
simulation.
3. Overview of simulation models

Most of the metrics and standards described under Section 2.2.1
are based on geometrical relationships which can be calculated
using existing simulation tools. For example, the metrics and
methods proposed by Turan et al. [84] or Li and Samuelson [85]
require sophisticated computer simulations to trace rays to out-
door elements, but the underlying raytracing methods are well
6

established. For EN 14501, classification of the shading systems
is based on laboratory measurements of visible transmittance at
a normal angle of incidence.

View clarity, however, is affected by site-specific, spatial- and
time-varying conditions of direct sunlight and diffuse skylight on
the window glass, state and position of shading system, and angle
of view within the indoor space (i.e., see Section 2.1.3). To model
such conditions, existing simulation models, supporting data, and
analysis methods will likely need to be modified to make complete
and equitable assessments, whether for the purpose of weighing
design alternatives for a specific project or for the development
of a generic classification system. In this section, we discuss the
capabilities of existing tools to a) render photorealistic views of
the outdoors for windows with shades or other optically complex
materials and systems (e.g., for comparison against a gold standard
reference such as unobstructed, clear, non-reflective glass), and b)
model control of operable shades for view and other contextual
variables. In Section 4.2, we then discuss what work needs to be
done to enable such analysis in support of metrics, standards,
and/or building design simulations.
3.1. Modeling view clarity

Modeling view through optically complex, scattering materials
represents a unique challenge irrespective of whether the images
are being used to develop new view clarity metrics using VR
appraisals or for climate-based analysis of facade designs. The abil-
ity to discern details of the outdoor view through shades is affected
by the light scattering and spectral properties of glazing and shad-
ing materials. Renderings must be able to replicate the dynamic
range of luminance intensities (1.0 to 1e + 09 cd/m2), complex
luminance distributions, and color of the view through windows
and optically complex shading and daylighting materials.

If point-in-time photorealistic renderings are the sole require-
ment for evaluation, then use of physically based, ray tracing ren-
dering methods with analytical or geometrical descriptions of
transparent glazing and macroscopic shading systems may suffice
(e.g., venetian blind slats with Lambertian, homogeneously diffus-
ing finish). If climate-based daylight modeling (CBDM) is required
to evaluate the temporal variations in view clarity, then there are
limits as to how clearly views can be rendered when matrix alge-
braic simulation methods are used. Matrix simulations use analyt-
ical models or tabulated bidirectional scattering distribution
function (BSDFs)14 data to describe the optical properties of shading
materials [86,87]. With tabular BSDFs, matrix simulations effectively
discretize and average areas of the scene, creating a blurred effect on
the view. To reduce this effect, high-resolution BSDFs combined with
peak extraction (PE)15 [88,89] can be used to increase resolution of
the rendered image (Fig. 2 upper plots). For macroscopic systems,
such as venetian blinds, the view through the open portions between
slats can be rendered with clarity if the geometry of the shading sys-
tem is provided as input (Fig. 2 lower plots).

Degradation in view image quality occurs due to an imbalance
between direct and scattered radiation. This is represented in the
standard EN 14501 by classification by direct and diffuse transmit-
tance (see above) and can be caused, e.g., by haze from sunlight



Fig. 2. Renderings of views through fabric shade (upper) and redirecting blinds (lower). For the fabric, the BSDF results in a blurred view while use with PE results in shaper
clarity of the tree outside the window. For the blinds, the BSDF-generated images are insufficient for evaluation of view irrespective of how high the BSDF resolution is
(blurred or choppy). Proxy geometry of the blind slats must be provided to clearly resolve the view. Source: D. Geisler-Moroder.
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incident at an oblique angle or through glare effects from scatter-
ing caused by minute, shiny, aluminum holes in perforated vene-
tian blinds. In both examples, the ratio of scattered and
unscattered light is not constant; it changes depending on the con-
ditions of irradiation. CBDM simulations offer the possibility to cal-
culate the direct and scattered shares of light flux and thus a way
to consider and evaluate temporal and annual dynamics in the
quality of the view.
7

Image resolution, whether it be a photograph of an actual view
or simulated image, limits the degree of clarity of distant rendered
objects (Fig. 3). High resolution, photorealistic, physically based
images take longer to render. An equiangular fisheye projection
at 2000 � 2000 pixel resolution is typically used for glare analysis;
here, the orb of the sun with an apex angle of 0.53� is rendered
with approximately 34 pixels. It is unclear whether this degree of
resolution is sufficient to discern the type of bird 20 cm high on



Fig. 3. Photograph of the view of trees through horizontal venetian blinds
(716x1120 pixel image taken in a real space). Source: D. Geisler-Moroder.
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a tree 25 m away or recognize a person on the sidewalk from a
third story window. Borrowing from the EU standard EN 62676-4
for video surveillance, resolution might be clustered into so-
called (M)DORI16 zones (i.e., Monitoring (12 ppm), Detection
(25 ppm), Observation (62 ppm), Recognition (125 ppm), and Iden-
tification (250 ppm)) according to pixel densities on target objects
in pixels per meter (ppm). Transferring this to our bird example,
the 20 cm animal on the tree 25 m away in a 2000 � 2000 pixel
equiangular fisheye image would correspond to just above
25 ppm. If the tree is 50 m, 10 m, 5 m, or 2.5 m away, the same bird
would be mapped at about 13 ppm, 64 ppm, 127 ppm (recognition),
or 254 ppm (identification), respectively.

The naturalness of the view is affected by the spectral composi-
tion [90] of transmitted daylight17. To accurately evaluate color ren-
dering of outdoor objects, spectral rendering methods are required.
State-of-the-art three channel color (RGB) calculations allow estima-
tions, which might be close enough for evaluation in the context of
view quality in many real-world scenarios, especially if advanced
approaches like spectral prefiltering or superior color spaces like
sharpRGB are used. However, if spectrally selective materials such
as colored (e.g., electrochromic) glazing or systems with saturated
colors are involved, then higher resolved spectral calculations may
be needed. Also, if contrast and complexity metrics such as those
proposed by Khanie [64] are used for assessments, then images ren-
dered with spectrally resolved data may also be needed. Spectrally
resolved data for transparent glass are available, however, spectrally
resolved BSDF data for shades are not yet available. Moreover, sim-
ulation tools to evaluate color rendition from spectral renderings
were investigated in the past [91,92], but did not find their way into
commonly used software. Recent developments for spectrally
resolved daylight simulations [94,95] and underlying spectral sky
models [96] are targeted towards the evaluation of non-image form-
ing effects but could potentially be extended for color rendering
evaluations.

The eye’s neural sensitivity to spatial frequency18 of the stimu-
lus affects visual perception [97,98]. Shading materials may affect
16 An example from video surveillance depicting the different levels is shown online
by IPICA Software [93].
17 The spectral content of transmitted daylight and solar radiation (intensity per
wavelength across the solar spectrum) is modified by the spectral properties of the
window glass and shading system. Spectral content determines the color of objects
viewed through the window and shading system.
18 Spatial frequency is a measure of periodic grating across a position within a given
distance from the retina [97]. The visual cortex has multi-dimensional spatial filters
with narrow bandwidths. Different spatial frequencies can cause visual discomfort
depending on sensitivity of individuals to physical stimulus. Such discomfort can
render a view to the outdoors unpleasant, e.g., moire effect when looking at
superimposed gratings (closely spaced, horizontal lines on fritted glass).
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the spatial frequency of the viewed image, acting as a bandpass filter
that reduces contrast of the viewed image. Modeling this aspect
would require empirical models of human vision as an overlay to
rendered images. Replicating stereoscopic vision for depth percep-
tion is yet another challenge. Methods for generating such render-
ings for a single direction of view are straightforward but the
technical challenges of generating omni-directional stereo images
[99] and the influence of BSDF data resolution needs to be
investigated.

Views can also be obscured by veiling reflections produced by
interior reflections of white or bright objects off the indoor glass
surface of the window. Here again, it is not clear what the needs
are from the view metrics and research community; a limited set
of point-in-time simulations or a proxy contrast metric (e.g., R.D.
Clear method presented in Appendix A in [100]) may be sufficient
to evaluate climate-based view under this condition. Detailed pat-
terns of sunlight on indoor surfaces can be modeled with high-
resolution BSDFs with proxy geometry or peak extraction (for spec-
ular transmission), but sunlight on nearby outdoor (e.g., balconies,
non-coplanar shades) surfaces would need to be rendered using
conventional raytracing.

3.2. Integrated analysis

Research, case studies, and our own experience in the real-
world points to the logical conclusion that when designing for
view, all other considerations associated with the window should
also be taken into account. Integrated analysis is ideal if the goal
is to satisfy health and well-being as well as stringent building
energy efficiency requirements. Such analysis can occur at a vari-
ety of scales ranging from analysis on a small project to broad
scoping studies for regional analysis: e.g., codes and standards
development, general design guidance, technology R&D (e.g.,
[101,102]), and other applications. Multi-objective optimization
algorithms (e.g., Pareto front) can be used to efficiently identify
optimal solutions (e.g., [103,104,105]). Parametric analysis can
help guide designers toward better solutions.

Prior to the development of advanced simulation tools, evalua-
tion, and comparative analysis of building designs as an integrated
whole would have been impractical. The raytracing algorithms for
daylighting were far too slow to be included with building energy
simulation engines and radiosity algorithms were deemed too lim-
iting. Today, climate-based daylighting simulations have become
routine and are used even during the frenetic early design process.
Annual evaluations of daylight, glare, solar radiation, and view can
be accomplished efficiently using matrix-based raytracing soft-
ware tools (i.e., view defined as percentage of obstruction by shade,
not view clarity as described in Section 3.1). Modeling operable
shades can be included via scheduled inputs, heuristic logic, or
model-based control algorithms provided by the simulator.19 Eval-
uation of daylight metrics, thermal comfort, and energy use and
demand can be accomplished by coupling daylight and building
energy simulation tools for run time data exchange, e.g., Spawn of
EnergyPlus [106]. The software architecture enables both within-
timestep feedback loops and predictive forecasting across multiple
time steps for demand responsive [107] and resilient design solu-
tions. These capabilities will enable designers to better address both
health and building-to-grid performance criteria with an integrated
tool set.

Including all aspects of view clarity as delineated in Section 3.1
in run-time simulations is likely not feasible and/or computation-
ally efficient with today’s tools and available optical data at this
19 Control models for manually operated shading systems are limited (e.g.,
[108,109]) and represent a serious limitation in the evaluation of view in buildings
with conventional shades.
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time. In the short term, lower cost metrics (computationally) will
need to be derived or gold standard renderings will have to be used
judiciously in evaluations.
4. Advocating for healthy, energy efficient buildings

As evidenced by activities delineated in Sections 2 and 3, enor-
mous progress has been made over the past few years in raising the
architectural industry’s awareness on the importance of daylight
and view in buildings with voluntary or mandatory standards
now in effect in some countries to ensure consideration of health
and well-being criteria. In support of these standards, simulation
tools have been developed to automate calculation of daylight
and view metrics, window and shading manufacturers are taking
steps to evaluate how their products can be designed or redesigned
to support view criteria, and those influencing city and urban plan-
ning are advocating for incorporating nature and greenery in
dense, urban areas with greater purpose. Manufacturers have
developed and now offer a wide range of new glazing and shading
materials to provide design teams, owners, and occupants with
improved physical solutions to optimize view while addressing
the energy and carbon impacts of façade design decisions.

Acknowledging the current limitations of our research and met-
rics, what are the critical needs going forward to better support
health and well-being in buildings? Within the view and daylight
research community, research needs have been assessed, e.g.,
[44,46]. Within the broader building science context, what are
the research needs? Given our current understanding of causal
mechanisms, what impacts do we anticipate will occur with
respect to building energy use and associated carbon emissions if
view and daylight requirements are met and what further
enhancements to tools, technologies and building operations, if
any, are needed to mitigate these impacts? In this section, we pro-
vide various perspectives on these questions with respect to criti-
cal needs in the areas of research, tools, and technological
advances.
4.1. Research needs

The overall aim of further research should be to develop meth-
ods and solutions that maximize the positive health and well-being
effects of view and daylight, minimize thermal and visual discom-
fort, and satisfy energy and carbon emission reduction goals.
Research should result in measurable outcomes related to human
performance (cognition, working memory capacity), physiology
(parasympathetic function, cortisol, and melatonin for circadian
health (i.e., sleep quality and alertness)), and well-being (stress,
restoration, satisfaction, quality of life). Questions of interest per-
tain to physical aspects of design: e.g., how much view, when, for
whom? and how frequently? Are the well-being outcomes of view
predicted by occupant satisfaction with the view? This research
question is worth considering, because if so, data collection in
the field could be greatly simplified by simply surveying the occu-
pants. Ultimately, it would be ideal if observable features of a view
could be shown to be predictive of different types of occupant
outcomes.

If visual substitutes for the real world (i.e., photographs, virtual
reality) are determined to be insufficient due to physical limita-
tions of the media (e.g., limited dynamic range in intensity of
image, inability to replicate angle-dependent visual phenomena),
then field studies may be the only alternative. For studies con-
ducted in real-world buildings, ideally, the actual daylight and
view seen through the window should be monitored and reported
in studies so that physical attributes of the window (i.e., geometry,
glazing and shading spectral and transmission properties, operat-
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ing state, etc.) and other site-specific factors that affect the view
(i.e., orientation, direct and diffuse solar, precipitation) can be cor-
related to effects on health and well-being. Such specificity enables
other researchers and industry to link outcomes to related building
performance, i.e., energy use. There is a paucity of information on
the real-world window conditions that produce positive outcomes
in much of the view-related research. Research methods for studies
in the real world must be designed carefully since there are many
contextual variables and environmental stimuli that influence
measured outcomes. Schweiker et al. [110] identified limitations
of the majority of existing research studies which use a single-
domain approach to relate a single environmental influence to
human perception and behavior. Multi-domain approaches
acknowledge that humans receive information from a combination
of sources in the environment, which then affects perception and
behavior in the environment. Facade design variables were identi-
fied as amongst the most crucial. New methods may be needed to
understand the complexity and interplay of contextual variables.
Meta-analysis of existing studies, particularly in occupied build-
ings, may help to support cohesive hypothesis formulation and
direct research efforts.

To create a view that has a positive effect on health, specifically
one that reduces stress and increases cognitive restoration, the ele-
ments of natural outdoor landscape especially greenery and water
must be included in the view. To date it is widely agreed that some
amount of greenery is positive, but the specifics are not well
researched or understood [111]. Further research should focus on
the question: What amount of greenery in the view is necessary
to generate the restoration effect? A small area of ordinary lawn
will not make a difference. What are the important qualities of
the greenery and natural landscape needed to create the restora-
tion effect? Variety of texture, lushness, formalism, and color com-
position of the landscaped areas should be considered in addition
to size, location, and distance from the viewer. Assuming a nice
view out with greenery or water, what is the minimum acceptable
size of view that would still promote health and well-being? The
answer will give important design clues about the maximum view
distance of occupants from the window as a function of window
size and number of windows needed, both of which affect building
design and energy use (i.e., perimeter-to-core ratio, window-to-
wall ratio).

Research to date seems to suggest that only the most clear,
transparent, unobstructed window can afford such natural views
to the outdoors, which for many parts of the world is challenging
given the need for solar shading. Transparency of glazing materials
is especially important: view distance and view angle should be
considered as important parameters. Are partially obstructed or
modified views of greenery sufficient for restorative effect?
Research should aim at developing a theoretical ground for cre-
ation of new glazing and shading systems and materials, which
could better address site-specific conditions, such as latitude and
orientation of the window as well as the shape of the room.
Answering such questions regarding the amount and qualities of
greenery needed would enable others to better understand how
best to develop energy-efficient, technological solutions and archi-
tectural designs, particularly for dense urban environments.

How much of a window with its associated health benefits can
be obstructed by e.g., shading devices, both temporally (in time)
and spatially (in area)? Sunlight is an important contributor to
health and well-being. There are an increasing number of research
studies examining the effect of light exposure on circadian rhythm
related health aspects, but little is scientifically proven regarding
the positive impact of sunlight on psychological aspects, i.e., mood,
feelings, emotions. More research is needed to determine the nec-
essary timing, duration, intensity, and patterns of sunlight needed
to produce desired positive psychological effects. This work must



Fig. 4. No-greenery lines indicated with thick, stippled and green on the vertical section and floor plans. The area of the room with the view to the greenery is marked on the
floor plans for floors 1–6 with dark and light hatch for 1.2 m and 1.75 m eye height, respectively. Source: [113]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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be done with regard to visibility of sunlight within indoor and out-
door views, as people may tolerate north-oriented rooms (in the
Northern Hemisphere) if significant parts of the outdoor view are
frequently sunlit in rich detail. Climate and culture will affect
responses to view and could be taken into account [112]. Such
work will inform design and control of shading systems, which
must manage other aspects of building performance (i.e., visual
and thermal comfort, solar gains, privacy).

Research needs to define adequate measures, the simplest one
being a ‘‘green view percentage”, i.e., percentage of the view image
(as taken by a camera from the interior viewpoint). This solution is
not so straightforward, however, as a series of additional questions
arise, especially what should be the position of the viewpoint in
different room types for a fair comparison of rooms and buildings
[83]. To create districts and cities with ‘‘healthy” views at an urban
scale, recommendations for design of green areas (i.e., outdoors, in
atria, on the facades of buildings?) should follow the research
results. One possible measure could be the greenery-view factor
[113], calculated as a percentage of occupied area in the building
enabling greenery-view. Similar to the No-sky line (a simple design
tool used by architects) that divides the interior into a part that
‘‘sees the sky” and a part that does not, a No-greenery line divides
a room into a part that ‘‘see the greenery” and the other that does
not (Fig. 4).
20 SHGC can either be calculated (WINDOW, ISO 9050, EN 410, ISO 15099, ISO
52022) or measured via calorimeter (ISO 19467–1 and �2; [118]) when no validated
calculation method exists (e.g., for complex fenestration systems that can only be
measured). Methods for characterizing scattering properties at higher angular
resolution for glare and potentially view analysis are currently under development
[87,88,115].
4.2. Models and tools

The main – and partly contradicting – requirements for day-
lighting design (daylight provision, glare protection, exposure to
sunlight / sun protection / solar gain utilization, and view) are
not only represented in standards and codes but must also be con-
sidered in the utilized design tools. While daylight provision has
been the main part of daylight simulation software from the begin-
ning, glare evaluations or sunlight exposure calculations have been
added gradually as new metrics emerged. The evaluation of view
has long been limited to geometric analysis (mostly in CAD soft-
ware) to prove compliance with codes and has only recently found
its way into design tools. ClimateStudio [114] for example now
enables view analysis according to LEED v4 and EN 17037.
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However, there are important questions that remain when try-
ing to evaluate view within the daylighting design aspects of the
broader building design process. A main issue is the consideration
of shading and daylighting systems in the calculations and in the
metrics. This includes:

– Is view through a shade (e.g., a fabric with openness, venetian
blinds at various tilt angles, slightly frosted glass, elec-
trochromic glazing at different tint states) a pure material or
system property and can thus be evaluated and categorized
on that level following standards like EN 14501? Or do outdoor
daylight conditions contribute significantly to the perception of
the view (e.g., direct and diffuse scattering of incident radiation
within shading materials, etc.) and we therefore need to evalu-
ate view through the system under variable solar conditions
within the site and building context and thus in building
simulations?

– Daylighting and shading systems are commonly represented
through their BSDF for analysis of solar control, daylight, and
visual comfort performance. For view, is it possible to evaluate
view using a BSDF? Or does either proxy geometry or a proxy
analytical model for view evaluations need to be provided? If
proxy geometry must be provided, what level of detail is neces-
sary or sufficient? What neurocognitive models for the human
visual system can then be used to convert simulated images
to those created in the mind (i.e., self-assembly of partially
obstructed views), and how can the result be related to the
stress-reducing, restorative effects of view?

– Do we have appropriate characterization and simulation meth-
ods for all types of shading systems? Do we for example need
new or adapted methods20 for inhomogeneous structures that



Table 1
Simulation of various window conditions and relationship to view.

Simulation of: Assessment of: Tools and product data available?

1 Geometrical relationship between the
envelope aperture to the outdoors

View access: How much can be seen through an
aperture in the wall from an indoor viewpoint

Yes, geometry based.

2 View elements at gross level (ground,
landscape, sky)

View content: What one sees through an aperture in
the wall from an indoor viewpoint; potential for
relaxation of eye, mind wandering; prospect/ refuge

Yes, geometry based.

3 View of near and far content at adequate
detail (e.g., bird on nearby tree, cars
passing on road, fog on distant mountain)

View clarity: Potential for relaxation of eye, mind
wandering; prospect/ refuge; visual perception;
assessment of pleasantness of view

Yes, if modeling clear glass or CFS with BSDF + geometric
model (e.g., louvered blinds), high-resolution tabular BSDF
with proxy geometry, or high-resolution BSDF with peak
extraction (PE) (e.g., fabrics). Computational demands of
high image resolution images may limit CBDM analysis.

4 View with reflections on window under
low daylight or nighttime conditions

View clarity: Obscures details of view Point in time, raytracing calculation only. Current matrix
methods not applicable. Derive analytical function for view
clarity using point in time simulations under representative
sun/ sky conditions?

5 Haze or glare from an imbalance of
within-system diffuse and direct light

View clarity: Obscures details of view Point in time raytracing based on geometric model or BSDF
with peak extraction; or advanced matrix methods
separating direct and diffuse contribution (5-phase
method).

6 Spectral shift in colour rendition of view
elements due to tinted glazing

View clarity: change in perceived naturalness of view,
e.g., changes assessment of outdoor weather
conditions; changes non-visual effects of incoming
light

Point in time, raytracing calculation only. Current matrix
method not applicable, mainly due to missing spectral
representation in BSDF data and data availability.

7 Partial obstruction of view elements by
macro- and microscopic-scale opaque
shadings

View clarity: Obscures details related to prospect/
refuge; clarity and retinal spatial frequency dependent
on distance from window

Point in time, raytracing calculation only. Macroscopic
system: geometry only. Microscopic systems: high-
resolution BSDF with PE*. Neurocognitive model needed for
spatial frequency.

8 Frequency and degree of obstruction of
transparent portion of the window by
operable shades

View clarity: Obscures details of view Yes. Can use existing CAD if simple geometry-based control
logic or matrix algebraic methods if shade is controlled
based on direct sun, glare, daylight, or area of unobstructed
window.

* Here the open research question is the circumsolar area – without peak extraction (PE): which BSDF resolution do we need? And with PE: how to decide how much of the
circumsolar to put into the peak?

21 Emerging technologies are those that have not yet been introduced to the market
or which have low market adoption.
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vary spatially over the area of the system and thus cannot be rep-
resented using BSDFs which homogeneously specify an averaged
behavior of the overall system?

– How can such optical data be utilized in today’s applied matrix
calculation methods, which are used for efficient annual day-
lighting simulations? Can we derive integrated solutions using
parametric climate-based optimizations if we use simplified
models for view or are more complex models needed?

– Do we need to perform annual simulations on an hourly basis as
commonly applied in building simulations to evaluate view? Or
can the simulations be reduced to a number that is representa-
tive of the range in outdoor luminance and solar conditions?

– To what extent must view clarity be evaluated? Connecting to
the concept of (M)DORI zones for video surveillance, how can
this be translated into image rendering requirements to evalu-
ate view clarity? Do current daylight simulation tools provide
the capabilities and performance to render images at appropri-
ate resolutions? Or is there a need for a stronger link to the field
of Computer Graphics with photorealistic but not necessarily
physically correct renderings at a high resolution and at a rea-
sonable speed?

– Are spectral simulations required for color rendering calcula-
tions to also evaluate how color affects perceived views? Are
the necessary foundations in place for this, i.e., multi-spectral
rendering software, spectral data not only for glazings but also
shading and daylighting systems, and appropriate metrics
accounting for these effects?

– How should the simulation software systems be extended and
how do we prioritize modeling needs so that we achieve the
best overall outcome for health and wellbeing and building
performance?

Table 1 summarizes simulation capabilities needed to support
analysis of view access, content, and clarity. Development of BSDF
11
libraries containing optical characterization data of light scattering
properties of shading and daylighting materials and systems is
underway [115,116]. It is imperative that view-related require-
ments be included in the development of these new libraries.
4.3. Technological advances

Building occupants experience the benefits of window views
and daylight that result from the selection of specific technology
solutions incorporated into building designs. These solutions are
not static over long periods of time – they evolve incrementally
based on traditional improvements in materials and methods of
manufacture but can also change more rapidly when new perfor-
mance demands arise. In the context of our discussion of occupant
needs related to view, there is a pressing need and a great oppor-
tunity to rethink the relationships between available and emerg-
ing21 glazing, window, and shading technologies and their impacts
on views and building energy use.

Windows have always served multifunctional roles in buildings.
They manage thermal transfer, modulate solar gain, admit, or
restrict air flow, provide daylight to interior spaces and provide
view. They are also part of the larger building envelope that sepa-
rates and protects building occupants from undesirable outdoor
elements: wind, rain, animals, dust, air pollution, noise, etc. While
this paper focuses on view, the cumulative impact of windows and
the building envelope on building energy use and carbon emissions
is large, in the range of 20–40%. Buildings account for �40% of
energy and carbon impacts globally, and �75% of electricity use
in the U.S. and similar fractions in other industrialized countries
[4]. The 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference of the
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Parties (COP26) highlighted new global efforts to dramatically
reduce carbon emissions over the next 20–30 years, a task that
cannot be accomplished without dramatically reducing building
energy use. So, as we explore the potential for windows to provide
enhanced views and daylight, we must ask if those window and
building design solutions can be executed in a manner that sup-
ports the critical global need to reduce building energy use and
carbon emissions.

Numerous window technological innovations have occurred
over the last 30 years, and they now provide an enhanced range
of window performance in terms of durability, energy manage-
ment, aesthetics, cost, operability, etc. Much of the driver for this
innovation has been the more traditional concerns of energy
impacts and this is expected to continue as nations chart a path
to carbon neutral buildings by 2050. Some of this investment in
new technology development can be harnessed and refocused to
address the challenges of occupant views if those needs can be
clarified and translated into functional criteria for material proper-
ties and operations.

These glazing and facade innovations have been introduced into
buildings via three primary pathways:

1. Improving intrinsic properties of each window element, e.g., a
spectrally selective coating on glass that provides daylight and
allows clear view but rejects 30–70% of incident solar energy;
or highly insulating glazings that provide view with minimal
net thermal impact;

2. Providing enhanced operational control over how window
properties are managed over time, e.g., dynamic shading sys-
tems, or electrochromic glass whose light transmittance can
change from 70% to less than 1% to provide view but manage
glare and solar gain; and,

3. Integrating window systems with smart controls that manage
the state of multiple elements to optimize occupant and build-
ing performance, e.g., active facade/shading systems that admit
daylight through an upper clerestory to brighten a space and
reduce lighting energy use while providing glare free view
access through a lower vision glazing strip.

A survey of state-of-the-art products and R&D trends [117] sug-
gest that many of the technology improvements to windows
needed to improve energy performance can be made with little
or no adverse impact on view using certainly the first innovation
pathway above and possibly the second, depending on spectral
and scattering transmission qualities and/or obstruction when
actuated. Whether potential market opportunities will drive man-
ufacturer R&D investment for such solutions and lead to their
widespread use is an issue that cannot be as easily assessed; dis-
cussion of these aspects are deferred to another study. We outline
five areas of active technology R&D that should improve the energy
performance of buildings and may impact view access and view
quality for occupants.

4.3.1. Thermal losses
Conventional double glazed, low-emittance windows which

comprise the current standard in most industrialized countries
have a U-factor of approximately 1.8 W/m2-K. Many cold climate
countries now have code requirements of approximately 1.0 W/
m2-K which are achieved typically with low-E coatings and insu-
lating gas fills in double or triple glazing. The next generation of
triple- or quadruple-glazed window technology, or vacuum insu-
lating glazing, will drop window U-factors to approximately
0.6 W/m2-K (i.e., R9.5) and reduce the center glass U-factor to
approximately 0.4 W/m2-K [119]. With these levels of thermal per-
formance, the heating impacts of windows (which globally are the
largest energetic impacts of windows) can be minimized in even
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the coldest climates, allowing some increase in window area if
needed to provide views without incurring a significant energy
or comfort penalty. These thermal properties can be achieved
while maintaining a Tv,n-h of about 0.5 or greater without signifi-
cant haze or color, effectively achieving minimal loss of view
clarity.

4.3.2. Solar control
Managing and improving window solar control functions while

providing view has been one of the greatest challenges because the
most direct historic methods to provide such control also obscured
view, e.g., wooden shutters over windows. Much of the growth in
world population and associated building construction over the
next 30 years is projected to be in equatorial regions with high
cooling loads driven in large part by solar impacts [120]. Develop-
ing improved building solutions that provide access to daylight and
view in these regions without cooling penalties will be critical. At
higher latitudes, the sun path is lower, mandating difficult
tradeoffs between comfort, daylight, and view. Solar control tech-
nology continues to evolve over three distinct but overlapping
pathways.

4.3.2.1. Spectrally-selective, low-emittance windows. Reducing solar
impacts on cooling was initially achieved using dark tinted or
reflective glazings that resulted in low visible light transmission
and significant impacts on view. In the current generation of glaz-
ings with spectrally selective, low-emittance coatings, the coatings
can reject virtually all of the solar near-infrared energy with only a
modest loss of daylight using complex multilayer coatings that can
be color neutral if desired. Fig. 5 shows a plot of calculated Tv,n-h
versus SHGC for approximately 5000 commercially available, dou-
ble glazed products based on data from the International Glazing
Database (IGDB) [121]. Even when SHGC is reduced to as low as
0.15, these glazings will still have Tv,n-h values of � 0.3 which
may be adequate for view under many but not all conditions.
The best color-neutral, spectrally selective glazings have reached
optimal performance limits (i.e., light-to-solar-gain ratio (LSG = T-
v,n-h/SHGC of approximately 2.5) meaning that glazing with a Tv,n-h
of approximately 0.5 can have an SHGC as low as approximately
0.2. The glazings with the highest LSG begin to reduce transmit-
tance in the 300–400 nm range. Since the spectral content of trans-
mitted daylight affects melanopic and violet light exposures for
physiological requirements, this aspect of spectral selectivity
should be further investigated.

4.3.2.2. Smart switchable glass. The latest generation of switchable
transparent electrochromic (EC) glass modulates visible transmit-
tance and solar heat gains over a wide dynamic range with contin-
uous tinting rather than a small number of preset states, within-
pane variable tint zones, and more neutral gray appearance instead
of Prussian blue when tinted. With a Tv,n-h range of 0.60 to 0.01, the
current generation of EC windows sacrifice some aspects of view
and daylight quality to manage energy and glare. Here spectral
transmission is also of concern but since the tint varies, the hours
of operation of the EC windows in each optical state will also need
to be taken into account, as discussed in case studies above (Sec-
tion 2.1.3). Research advances in EC coating technology promise
independent control of near infrared and visible light [122], poten-
tially improving transparent view when limited solar load control
is needed. Other new promising EC material solutions are neutral
colored and reflective rather than absorptive and fast switching
to even lower visible transmittance levels that provide privacy,
e.g. Tv,n-h < 0.001 [123,124]. Ultimately continued refinement in
the underlying manufacturing processes will enhance durability
and cost effectiveness as well.



Fig. 5. Visible light transmittance (Tvis = Tv,n-h) versus SHGC for approximately 5000 types of commercially available, double glazed, insulating glass units. The optimal
performance limit has an LSG ratio of 2.5 (i.e., spectral selectivity). Source: LBNL.
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4.3.2.3. Optically complex shading systems. Blinds and louver sys-
tems have evolved from simple slatted assemblies to geometrically
complex slats with perforations and surface finishes to better man-
age incident sunlight. Shades have evolved from single layer fabrics
to more complex multilayer, honeycomb structures with coplanar
fabric layers, with and without coatings. The combination of
weaves, coating materials, honeycomb structures and novel ele-
ments, such as electrochromic threads to change transparency
[125], make the field of shade design a subject of new interest.
Views through any of these systems will always be compromised
compared to an unobstructed window. But emerging materials
technologies might allow the underlying opacity or transparency
of the threads to change with passive or active intervention, or
the geometry of the weave to change on demand, using new shape
memory alloys [126,127] thus altering the transparency and view
based on temperature, light level, or on demand. Scattering of sun-
light within the shading material itself can obscure the view. Care
must be taken to evaluate new designs and materials under vari-
able sunlit conditions. Avoiding luminance contrast within spatial
frequencies where we are most sensitive will ensure visual comfort
(Fig. 6). Patterns inspired by nature were evaluated as calming,
Fig. 6. Disorientation and discomfort due to spatial frequency were reported for Pattern
and 6 as calming, interesting and pleasant in another study. Source: [128,129].
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interesting and pleasant, which raises the question on how such
elements could be applied in design to support stress recovery
(Fig. 6) [128,129]. Perforated scrims are used architecturally and
can provide slightly modified views but may provide inadequate
control of solar glare [130]. Materials researchers and architects
who are exploring new material and design options can usually
calculate, visually inspect, or measure the optical properties of
these new options but would welcome more guidance on the
impact of shading materials, systems, and designs on view quality
and occupant acceptance.

How critical are views of the sky? Many shading systems such
as overhangs, awnings, and fixed horizontal louver systems or
screens block views of the sky. This is as yet unknown but prag-
matically speaking a view horizontally and downward is certainly
better than no view. Views to the sky may be important for stim-
ulus to the eye and circadian system. Satisfaction with limited
views may very much depend on the user group, e.g., in a study
involving visually impaired, light-sensitive subjects, the best view
direction was toward the ground even under overcast sky condi-
tions [131]. On the other hand, for most people, the view towards
the sky without solar glare is very much appreciated and views
s 1 and 2. Pattern 3 was evaluated as the most calming in one study, and Patterns 3



Fig. 8. Design of apertures to serve different functions provides more opportunities
for unobstructed views out. The south windows (left) can be shaded from direct sun
while the north skylights and windows (right) provide views to the sky [136].
Source: D. Geisler-Moroder.
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without the visible sky were evaluated significantly lower (e.g.,
[132]).

Significant effort has been invested in developing automated
control systems for shades and dynamic glazing. These systems
have been designed to manage direct sunlight, solar heat gains,
glare, daylight, and view by changing the position or state of the
shade or glass but are not widely used. The question is how to
include view more proactively, e.g., what should be prioritized at
a given time, protection against solar radiation or maintaining
view? If glare tolerance is greater with view, can the shade be
raised despite occurrence of glare and increased cooling energy
from solar gains? Research in carefully controlled testbeds and lar-
ger studies in occupied buildings can provide insights into this
complex challenge. But even the smartest automated systems will
likely never provide solutions that will meet all occupant needs, so
ideally systems will permit occupant overrides in a manner that
balances occupant preferences for view with building operational
needs.

Are there alternative control concepts that we should consider?
Shading functions for the sun versus bright sky could be separated.
A single operable shade obstructs view for the entire room when
lowered (Fig. 7) when perhaps only a few users are disturbed by
glare. An opaque element within the plane of the window could
follow the movement of the sun and protect a single user or desig-
nated area while a separate, more transmissive shade (allowing a
certain degree of view) could be operated according to preferences
of the rest of the occupants. Liquid crystal device (LCD) windows
have the potential to offer this sun tracking capability. They can
be subdivided into an array of individually controlled sub-
elements, where each sub-element can be switched to modulate
transmitted solar intensity, offering the capability to control small
sub-areas of the window for daylight and glare [133]. More prag-
matically, local sun shades at the location of individual users
would enable view for the remainder of the occupants [134,135].
Vertical and horizontal operable shading elements combined on
the same window may give additional advantages, especially on
east- and west-oriented windows where there is asymmetry in
the diurnal path of the sun. The vertical shading device could be
controlled to block the sunlight, while the horizontal device could
be used only to protect against the bright sky.

Separation of view from daylight apertures enable control of
shades for independent purposes [136–138] (Fig. 8). Such architec-
tural solutions may have the advantage of providing greater access
to the view per single aperture and perhaps reduce the need for
larger-area windows that are ultimately obstructed with conven-
tional shades. Open plan spaces with windows on two- or three
sides of the space allow views out when one facade orientation is
shaded. An additional view window may be proposed just to
enable access to a more informative, interesting, or beautiful view.
When daylight and view align, the window could be enlarged just
because of the more desirable view content at that location. These
design strategies for both daylight and view could result in larger
Fig. 7. Principles of sun-shading use. A: equal for all users; B and C: a
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total window glass area – which impacts energy consumption.
Hence, a higher precision in the window design is necessary to bal-
ance daylight, view, and energy use.

4.3.3. Daylight redirection or transport
Over the last 50 years much of the interest in admitting more

daylight in buildings was driven by the goal to reduce electric
lighting use. With LED lighting and advanced controls, lighting
energy use has been reduced significantly in new building designs
and retrofits, but there is still concern regarding a rebound or
increase in energy use to meet circadian entrainment require-
ments. The relative value of daylight-redirecting technologies
and view needs to be better understood within this context since
both daylight and view affect health and well-being. For example,
a light shelf or prismatic glazing in the clerestory portion of the
window will redirect daylight to the ceiling deeper into a room,
lowering energy use and supporting circadian health but will block
or obscure views of the sky [139]. A skylight or light pipe collects
sunlight at the exterior wall or roof and transports daylight and/
or sunlight to the core or below-ground spaces that have no access
to windows or views. Such technologies may be beneficial for cir-
cadian entrainment, reduced energy, resiliency, and providing
visual clues to changing outdoor sun and sky conditions but pro-
djusted to one user and equal for the rest. Source: B.S. Matusiak.
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vide no view. The relative energy impacts versus health-related
trade-offs needs to be better understood.

4.3.4. Building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV)
There is tremendous interest in generating renewable power on

site to minimize utility grid dependency in light of increasing
power outages and improve resilience. Building integrated photo-
voltaics (BIPV) are attracting attention as costs decline and effi-
ciency improves. Some opaque and semi-transparent BIPV
materials are installed as a shading element on a view window
or even within the view glazing in the window [140]. When used
as window glazing, the current commercial technologies (both tra-
ditional silicon cells and amorphous silicon) have a significant
impact on the color and clarity of view out of windows. There
are several startups making good progress on PV windows that
convert solar near infrared and ultraviolet light to electricity and
maintain a transparent view with minimal impacts on visible
transmittance [141]. These ‘‘clear” PV windows provide less power
but do not interfere with view.

4.3.5. Integrated controls
The third innovation pathway, ‘‘integrated systems with smart

controls” is critically important because of the diversity of perfor-
mance needs, the wide range of technologies available to meet
those needs, and perhaps most importantly the diverse and
time-varying nature of how occupants live and work in buildings.
The desire for a view and response to views is not uniform
amongst occupants nor constant across time. The nature of views
can change dramatically over time and the occupant’s level of
interest in and reaction to the views can be equally highly vari-
able. Accordingly, it is not surprising that the window system,
which is the (potentially) controllable physical intermediary and
interface between a building occupant and the view to the out-
doors becomes a key focus of interest. While basic HVAC func-
tions have always been ‘‘automated”, even with a controller as
simple as a thermostat, control of shading, daylight and views
has largely been manual and ad hoc, left to the desire and whim
of the occupants. A new generation of smart sensors and building
controls that sense occupancy, thermal conditions, utility rates,
building energy use history, and occupant preferences can now,
in principle, evaluate and optimize control of operable glazing
and shading systems to maximize or optimize some end use func-
tion, e.g., occupant view or building carbon emissions. Machine
learning, adaptive controls indicate promise particularly given
the complexity of this multi-objective problem [107,142–144].
There is a critical need to understand how to incorporate view
metrics and criteria into simulation models (Section 4.2) and inte-
grated automated control algorithms to achieve both energy-
efficiency and health and well-being goals.

Assuming we understand how to create robust, implementable
business solutions around the technologies described above in this
section, the reality is that speculative developments based on max-
imizing narrowly defined return-on-investments will likely con-
tinue to drive the mainstream real estate market in most
industrialized nations. Decisions on whether to use more advanced
technologies, to advocate for health and well-being in buildings,
and for more occupant friendly conditions in indoor environments
where people spend the majority of their time will often come
down to how the real estate market values these new perspectives.
A better understanding of the relationship between window views,
occupant satisfaction and building performance will help
strengthen the economic rationale for these investments. While
fundamental codes and standards will be needed to ensure mini-
mum working conditions for all, we will require clear research evi-
dence supported by empirical data, accurate and efficient tools for
practitioners, and turnkey, intelligent technological solutions in
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order to meet the new stringent COP 26 net zero targets over the
coming decades, while capturing the window views that building
occupants desire and deserve.
5. Conclusions

There is a considerable body of evidence indicating that outdoor
views of nature and ample daylight produce significant positive
health and well-being impacts on building occupants. Recent
research on view access and content has focused on determining
the underlying causal mechanisms that relate physical attributes
to occupant outcomes (e.g., distance from window, window size);
however, temporal aspects of view access (timing and duration)
has not been studied and very little research has been conducted
to determine how views modified by glazing and shading materi-
als, i.e., view clarity, affect physiological and psychological health.
Case studies in occupied buildings reviewed in this study indicate
that greater, more frequent access to transparent outdoor views
can lead to greater occupant satisfaction if lighting quality and/or
daylight availability are not negatively affected. Metrics for view
clarity are under development using subjective appraisals of shad-
ing materials in field studies or in immersive virtual reality envi-
ronments. Careful research will be required to better understand
how static and operable shading affect and can balance the com-
plex and interactive effects of view, daylight, discomfort glare,
and solar control as related to health and well-being.

Simulation tools are available to calculate geometric-defined
relationships between occupants and outdoor view content. Tools
to evaluate view clarity are limited. For some shades (e.g., operable
venetian blinds with matte-finished slats), view clarity defined by
degree of obstruction of transparent view can be evaluated effi-
ciently using existing tools on a single point-in-time and annual
basis. For optically complex scattering materials, such as fabric
shades, the current BSDF data and modeling tools are limited and
will require modifications to enable computationally efficient eval-
uations. Achieving spectral accuracy in renderings will also require
model and input data updates, particularly if view clarity is based
on visual perception metrics (e.g., contrast and complexity). Tools
that support and potentially direct development of integrated
design solutions in combination with technological advances
(e.g., via multi-objective optimization algorithms or artificial intel-
ligence) will be needed to significantly lower energy use to desired
net zero levels needed to mitigate climate change.

Technological advances in static insulated windows, solar con-
trol, and daylighting systems are available to counter potential
increased energy use associated with increased view and daylight.
New materials and systems R&D can produce exciting new high-
performance options, but technology innovators will need guid-
ance from the human factors research community to direct devel-
opment efforts. Dynamic shading and switchable windows provide
additional, more complex solutions that will require additional
research to ensure that the active control of these optical elements
results in a net positive effect on health and well-being, while
achieving energy use targets. Incorporating human factors into
the cost-benefit analysis conducted by the real estate industry will
be necessary to move these technologies beyond the early adop-
ter’s stage of the adoption curve.

Field studies show that users interact with building systems
(lighting, shading, etc.) only at the beginning of the day or in the
case of prolonged discomfort [145,146]. Users adapt to uncomfort-
able conditions by trying to improve them on their own, e.g., anti-
reflective film on the computer display, changing the primary view
direction by turning the head or body away from a bothersome
light source, etc. But an individual’s access to the view can be
difficult to fix, especially in a landscape office. Therefore, it is
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extremely important that industry takes responsibility for view
access for end users.

Legislative pressures on city and planning agencies are largely
responsible for increased densification in urban areas as a result
of housing and transportation crises: regulations allow narrow
lot sizes and minimal setbacks from property lines with conse-
quent degradation in daylight and views even when a window
aperture is provided. Strong, evidence-based advocacy is needed
to counter the pressures these agencies face to increase health
and well-being in our built environment. These explorations of
how to rethink and reuse indoor space might have another salutary
effect. As we discuss meeting energy and carbon goals for 2050, it
will be interesting to explore how the design of new spaces might
accommodate our new approaches to addressing window views.
But we often forget that, in the developed world, 80% of the build-
ings we will occupy in 2050 are in place now. So, it will be essential
to determine how to revitalize and reuse most of the world’s exist-
ing building stock, but in a manner that enhances occupant expe-
rience and view, as well as meeting our new COP26 energy and
carbon targets.
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